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PROGRAM : “WHAT’S PAST IS PROLOGUE” 
 
 
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179): Columba aspexit, arr. Alex Fortes (8 mins) 
 
Barbara Strozzi (1619-1677): Selections TBD, new arrangements for the Aizuri Quartet (approx 
5 mins) 
 
Nina C. Young (b. 1984): Memento mori - Phase I  (2013) (7 mins) 
 
Barbara Strozzi (1619-1677): Selections TBD, new arrangements for the Aizuri Quartet (approx 
5 mins) 
 
Gabriella Smith (b. 1991): Carrot Revolution (2015) (11 mins) 
 
Intermission  
 
Misato Mochizuki (b. 1969): Terres Rouges (2005-2006)  (17 mins) 
 
Florence Price (1887-1953): Five Negro Folksongs in Counterpoint (1951 or 1927) (18 mins) 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE PROGRAM:  
 
“What’s Past is Prologue” 
 
The title refers to music of the present moment that has sprung forth from the past. The first half 
features pieces from the 12th and 17th centuries - by Hildegard von Bingen and Barbara Strozzi 
respectively - paired with new music that draws inspiration from old music. Contemporary 
composers Nina C. Young and Gabriella Smith reflect on the work of those who came before 
them (Bach, Perotin and traditional music) as they push the string quartet medium towards the 
future. In her creative process, Misato Mochizuki resonates with her surroundings, drawing upon 
the ancient and ongoing natural processes around her. And the music of Florence Price, a 
historically overlooked but recently rediscovered composer, illustrates this moment of conflux 
where the past and present meet and a richer musical landscape emerges.  
 
 
FURTHER INFO AND LISTENING LINKS:  
 



 

 

Hildegard von Bingen: Columba aspexit 
Columba aspexit is a plainchant arranged for the Aizuri Quartet by Alex Fortes. Fortes writes 
about the work: “Hildegard, a 12th century mystic whose chants differed from contemporary 
practice in their extended range, unusually large leaps, and extended melismata on unstressed 
syllables and seemingly unimportant words, depicts a sonic world much like her famous vision 
of an egg-shaped, fiery cosmos.”  
 
Listening link: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ipK7mP65N5s&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
Barbara Strozzi: Selections  
Strozzi’s music is most comparable to Monteverdi’s, with some surprising Gesualdo-esque 
harmonies. The Aizuri Quartet would prepare/commission new arrangements of a few of her 
works. Some possible works we would choose from include madrigals 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAbmaacimTc), and arias like Lagrime Mie and Or Che si 
puo fare.  
 
Listening link to a big collection of her work: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLYoTnt3cXM 
 
 
Nina C. Young: Memento mori - Phase I  
Notes by Nina C. Young: “A memento mori (from Latin ‘remember that you will die’) is an 
artistic or symbolic reminder of the inevitability of death. The association of sundials with time 
has inspired their artisans over the centuries to display mottoes as part of their design. Often 
these mottoes cast the device in the role of memento mori. The subtitle of Phase I, meaning ‘life 
flies on like an arrow, while it seems to stand still’, is one such motto, inscribed on a sundial in 
the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. 
 
This work is a meditation on life and the perception of time. In our daily activities, the constant 
influx of information, sensations, and stimuli saturates our consciousness. By stepping out of 
time, we can zoom in and out of our perceptual systems, allowing us to focus on their intricacies 
and beauty. 
 
The musical material of Memento Mori is drawn from Contrapunctus I, from Bach’s The Art of 
Fugue. The first movement isolates the first five notes of the D minor subject, stretching them 
out and zooming into the interstices, analyzing and manipulating in minute detail their 
interactions over time. The listener is thus invited to find interest in the subtle fluctuations in 
amplitude, texture, and periodicity in the music.” 
 
Listening link with score: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0uZTkCBOSTU 
 
 
Gabriella Smith: Carrot Revolution  
 Notes by Gabriella Smith: “I wrote Carrot Revolution in 2015 for my friends the Aizuri Quartet. 
It was commissioned by the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia for their exhibition The Order of 



 

 

Things, in which they commissioned three visual artists and myself to respond to Dr. Barnes’ 
distinctive “ensembles,” the unique ways in which he arranged his acquired paintings along with 
metal objects, furniture, and pottery, juxtaposing them in ways that bring out their similarities 
and differences in shape, color, and texture. While walking around the Barnes looking for 
inspiration for this string quartet, I suddenly remembered a Cezanne quote I’d heard years ago 
(though which I later learned was misattributed to him): “The day will come when a single, 
freshly observed carrot will start a revolution.” And I knew immediately that my piece would be 
called Carrot Revolution. I envisioned the piece as a celebration of that spirit of fresh 
observation and of new ways of looking at old things, such as the string quartet—a 200-year-old 
genre—as well as some of my even older musical influences (Bach, Perotin, Gregorian chant, 
Georgian folk songs, and celtic fiddle tunes). The piece is a patchwork of my wildly contrasting 
influences and full of strange and unexpected juxtapositions and intersecting planes of sound, 
inspired by the way Barnes' ensembles show old works in new contexts and draw connections 
between things we don’t think of as being related.”  
 
Carrot Revolution was commissioned by Curtis on Tour and the Barnes Foundation and 
premiered by the Aizuri Quartet in 2015. It is featured on the Aizuri Quartet’s 2019 Grammy-
nominated debut album Blueprinting. 
 
Listening Link: https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=puZCQJzTy90 
 
 
Misato Mochizuki: Terres rouges 
 
About Terres Rouges: Mochizuki wrote her first string quartet, like her recent second, for the 
Quatuor Diotima, which gave the first performance at the 2006 Musica festival in Strasbourg. 
The title – meaning “red earth,” iron-rich soil as found in locations all over the world – provides 
a fitting image for music that is vivid and intense right through its seventeen-minute duration. 
Its energizing starting point is a measured trill from the first violin, fluctuating in speed of 
iteration and mobile in dynamic level. What is nevertheless single begins to break down, first as 
the second violin adds a note distant by an eighth-tone (quarter-tone and eighth-tone tunings will 
recur sporadically), then as the other instruments enter. A brief rupture presages new material: 
short glissandos and very rapid figuration, followed by a reminiscence of the opening and loud 
bursts of ostinatos. All this material skids along, toward and through a melodic phrase that has 
the first violin and the cello moving together but in extreme registers, four octaves and a seventh 
apart. As the piece rushes on from these opening minutes, it occasionally re-engages with its past 
while discovering new territories: flurrying quarter-tones with the violins playing harmonics, 
noise effects produced by high-pressure bowing, repetitions going to a point of crisis, sounds 
produced by hammering the strings with fingers or nails, scales in simultaneous different speeds. 
The original singularity is exploded and found again on other planes, on the way to the state in 
which all the piece can do is burst away. 
 
About Misato Mochizuki:  
 



 

 

“My artistic practice is served by curiosity and thought about realms outside my own —
photography, genetics, popular music, astronomy, cooking — which is to say that I borrow 
principles and adapt to music systems that speak to my imagination.” -Misato Mochizuki 
Born in Tokyo in 1969, Misato Mochizuki went on from the Tokyo University of the Arts to 
complete her studies in Paris, first with Paul Méfano and Emanuel Nunes at the Conservatoire 
and then, in 1996-97, with Tristan Murail at IRCAM. Like Toshio Hosokawa, half a generation 
her senior, she gained from years abroad a dual positioning, Japanese and European. Her early 
commissions included pieces for the Witten Chamber Music Days (Chimera for ensemble, 2000) 
and the NHK Symphony Orchestra (Cloud Nine, 2004). In 2007, the Suntory Foundation 
presented a portrait concert in Tokyo; two years later, her chamber opera The Great Bakery 
Attack, after two stories by Haruki Murakami, had its première in Lucerne. 
A lot of her music reflects an appreciation of nature, but of nature mediated by scientific and 
philosophical investigation. Natural patterns and cycles will occur —often patterns of repetition 
and growth, measured by a regular yet subtle pulse — but the starting point is more likely to be a 
book on genetics than a walk in the forest. Photography, too, for how it renders and alters nature, 
has been important to her thinking. Occasionally she has written for Japanese instruments — 
alone in a score for a classic of the Japanese silent cinema, Kenji Mizoguchi’s Taki no shiraito 
(The Water Magician), or with western instruments in Silent Circle for flute, koto, and sextet 
(2006) — but most of her works are for fully western resources, usually instrumental, and show 
no particular national traits. In drawing alongside great works of the European tradition, as in her 
Pré-Echo (2005), a prelude for Bach’s Fifth Cello Suite, or Intermezzi IV (2011), intended 
similarly to come before Brahms’s F minor Clarinet Sonata, or Nirai (2012), designed as an 
intermezzo between Beethoven’s Second and Sixth symphonies, she comes as no stranger. 
Spending time in both geographical domains, she teaches regularly at courses in western Europe 
besides holding a position at Meiji Gakuin University. Her most recent works include a second 
string quartet, Brains, introduced by the Quatuor Diotima in Paris.  
 
Notes about Misato Mochizuki and Terres Rouges courtesy of Paul Griffiths.  
 
Florence Price: Five Negro Folksongs in Counterpoint  
 
About Florence Price: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Price 
 
Listening Link: 
https://open.spotify.com/track/0c2bYVnUIlE2uGvAADcec4?si=fWAF9NX0QwKh4T6Ym46Yt
w 


